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Abstract: The dissemination of the COVID-19 viruses now extends the usage of
video consultations to share perspectives and virtual medical consultations, save
expenses and health procedures, track the success of care proposals with detail,
consistency, and ease from moment to time. The research aims to study the secur-
ity of video consultations. We will also present the advantages and disadvantages
of video consultations and the complications of their implementation. This paper
mainly proposes a practical, high-efficiency video encoding technique for the new
video encoding technique (HEVC) used in video consultations. The technology
offered uses the RC5 block encryption algorithm for encrypting the sensitive bits
of HEVC with low complexity, short encoding times in real-time implementa-
tions, format-compliant HEVC, and constant bitrate. In addition, this paper pre-
sents experimental results comparing the proposed HEVC RC5-based selective
encryption (SE) algorithm with the other algorithms used in various operating
modes using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). Also, this paper provides
the security analysis of the proposed HEVC RC5-based SE algorithm for video
consultation, including; the correlation analysis between the ciphered video
and the original one, the histogram of the ciphered video, and the cipher cycle
analysis. The security analysis results ensured that the proposed HEVC RC5-
based SE algorithm for video consultation is safe and stable.
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1 Introduction

Before the COVID-19 pandemic, there were increasing interactive consultations with several health
systems promoting a telemedicine consultation approach. At the pandemic beginning, many GPs,
clinicians and individuals were consulted on the video to minimize patient traffic and restrict contagious
exposures through healthcare facilities. Video and telephone consultations will also encourage medical
practitioners to maintain their medical services whether they are well-insulated or fall in high-risk
categories and need protection. The spectrum of long-term video appointments encompasses diabetes,
depression, arthritis, stroke, mental disorders, cancer and chronic pain. A broad number of acute
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conditions, including eye emergency triage, can also be used for online consultations and triage. According
to the COVID-19 pandemic, healthcare methods have been quickly developed, such as video consultancy, to
deliver healthcare security and minimize growth risk.

With the COVID-19 virus apparition, health care facilities became extremely difficult to provide. The
accelerated dissemination of this virus represents telemedicine [1] and video consultation strategies [2] to
keep health services without increasing possible interaction with patients and physicians. Prior patient
separation becomes an essential technique for the health care regulator before arrival in the emergency
room. In addition, video consultations are helpful to stone and support contact between physicians and
patients via cell phones and electronic websites [3].

Video consultations on healthcare exchange health data from one location to another using video
appointments to improve patient's health. In addition, given the COVID-19 apparition, the use of video
appointments must be expanded to help patients who need to be monitored in time, while preserving
access to the requisite health services by recipients with mild symptoms at home. In addition to
decreasing the number of other patients and physicians in touch, the growth in the COVID-19 population
reduces the distribution of COVID-19 [4].

The following elements include a video consultation on healthcare [3]:

1. The online consultations in healthcare are carried out using video appointments.

2. Video information on healthcare is transmitted online between patients and healthcare specialists.

3. Physicians develop professional expertise to offer both expert and consumer healthcare and reviews.

Telemedicine is used to supply distance health services through telecommunications systems [1]. This
approach has numerous variations: Internet consultations, cellular or videoconferencing, telemonitoring/
screenings of critical signals for the patient and GPS sensors. This method can also be followed in
various ways. Video consultations are the most widely used. Hypertension, diabetes, coronary illness,
asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and elderly patients are the primary medical disorders
needing video consultations [5]. Therefore, video consultation has been used frequently in patients with
common chronic illnesses and needing primary care, regarding the future of healthcare. In particular,
healthcare practitioners have used video consulting to follow-up patients, infectious illness patients,
cancer families and premature neonates. Compared to in-person health consultations, telemedicine has
seen similar effects in health care and has increased access to health services [6,7].

It is not unique to the symptomatology of COVID-19 that makes it clinically indiscernible from other
viral diseases of respiration [8]. However, the latest systematic findings suggest that flu, cough, joints and/or
weakness, dyspnoeic, headache, throat and gastrointestinal symptoms and skin lesions with varying clinical
attributes are the most frequent symptoms associated with illness. Furthermore, COVID-19 can worsen some
cardiovascular symptoms and lead to cardiovascular complications [9].

Finally, during this pandemic, some psychiatric illnesses were also exacerbated. In this way, the
treatment of affected patients and caregivers are central to the prevention of COVID-19. In extreme
COVID-19 cases, children get first-hand care and track outpatients in community environments and
update on the epidemic to patients and the general public. However, the accelerated growth of COVID-19
worldwide, highlighting the exercise of social distancing interventions like quarantine times, had been a
significant problem for health organizations and policies [10].

Since every practitioner is vulnerable to infection, new treatment methods arise to ensure that patients
don't get face to face and get care. In addition, the development of healthy medical environments has been a
priority because policymakers have encouraged social distancing to deter the danger of the disease from
spreading [11]. Video consultations in this respect are seen as the best solution during the global
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pandemic and are encouraged to minimize their effect on public health and the use of healthcare. In line with
COVID-19, for example, services were promoted in the area of online mental health [12].

Over the years, user video conferencing has tackled the challenges of bringing up video conferencing in
terms of the advantages of their respective businesses. Videoconferencing organizations, businesses and
government departments pose one of the biggest problems of protection. Before introducing coronavirus,
video conference applications impacted the fear that video conversations can be recorded through the
Internet. Various defensive and main processes have been established, which are considered for video
security purposes, to deter attacks by eavesdropping, denial of service, spoofing or repudiation or
falsification [13]. More businesses also use the Internet to distribute their wireless applications, including
online appointments with healthcare professionals. In multimedia security [14], the protection of
multimedia information from unauthenticated attacks plays a significant role.

Naive Encryption (NEA) is an introductory video encryption technique. It uses standard video data
encryption [15]. However, the NEA technology has several disadvantages like encryption cost of HD
video and it is not possible to perform extra operations on the encrypted video.

Due to the NEA disadvantages, researchers employed another strategy called selective video encryption.
The selective encryption techniques encrypt the most sensitive bits of video that can ensure the tunability,
visual degradation, security, encryption ratio, and format compliance [16]. Many approaches use standard
algorithms to encrypt video bits like DES, RC6 and AES for selective video encryption. A selective
encryption system for successful health video consultation is the key aim of this initiative. This initiative
introduces an effective SE strategy for the HEVC standard for video coding, which can be used for video
consultations with health care in real-time [17].

The suggested technique uses the RC5 block cipher algorithm to encrypt sign bits and the Motion Vector
Difference (MVD) suffixes bits and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) suffixes. The proposed HEVC
RC5-based SE for video consultation allows the video essential bits to be encrypted at low delays and the
enforcement of HEVC bitrate and format compliance. This technique would ensure the easy posting of
health video meetings on the internet is kept confidential. Video consultations are required to assist
patients at home with the protection of access to healthcare with COVID-19 distributed. The reduction of
COVID-19 will prevent COVID-19 from being disseminated [18].

This paper is structured according to the following: Section 2 presents the previous relevant HEVC
encryption schemes. Then, the suggested HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation is
introduced in Section 3. Next, section 4 offers a comparative study between the HEVC RC5-based SE
scheme for video consultation and other algorithms using AES in various operating modes and explains
the security of the HEVC RC5-based SE for video consultation. Finally, the conclusion of the paper is
described in Section 5.

2 Related Works

This article aims to establish selective algorithms for video coding for the new standards (HEVC). In this
section, we offer brief background information on what we have suggested. The privacy of video
consultation in healthcare is exciting to protect the content of video consultations from threats while
storing or distributing it over the Internet [19]. The easiest way to secure video information is by using
NEA to encrypt all video information with the aid of standard encryption strategies. However, long waits
for encryption/ decryption can be triggered when large-sized video data is not ideal in online applications.
Selective encryption algorithms were designed to replace NEA algorithms. It just relies on the video
coding architecture and the encryption for the best critical bits. Many proposals have been proposed to
integrate the SE into the HEVC, including:
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� Heinz Hofbauer developed a selective HEVC encryption method, which encrypts the AC DCT
Coefficients sign bits. The AC DCT symbol bits depend on the bitstream signature proportion [20].

� To improve Heinz’s system Yiqi Tew encrypts the skip-signal and sign bits of the AC DCT
coefficients with hidden key input [21].

� Shahid created a selective HEVC system encryption algorithm for DCT truncated rice binstrings,
using the CFB mode with AES encryption [22].

� By encoding certain syntax elements to ensure consistency with the video format, such as DCT sign-bits,
filter parameters and QP information, Glenn created a selective HEVC encryption process in which, the
random number and XORed AES encoding algorithm are employed [23].

� J. Li developed an HEVC selective encrypting system by encrypting the TR code parameter R and the
residual sign [24].

� By encrypting luma IPM in addition to the parameter R of TR code, B. Boyadjis improved J. Li and
set up a limited encryption scheme and a residual sign [25].

� Farajallah has configured the DCT value, DCT sign bits, MVD, MVD sign bits and DQP sign to
provide SHVC with a selective encryption schema [26].

� Meyer and Gadengast proposed to encrypt the MPEG-1 series and slice headers as stable
MPEGs [27].

� Aegis uses DES to encrypt the I-frame of MPEG video alone, serial header and IOS end code [28].

� VEA has split the video stream into parts. Any segment is broken down into impressive, even and odd
lists. The even list is enciphered, and the odd list is streamed based on XOR [29].

� Nithin offers a selective H.264 encoding algorithm with the transforming coefficient and motion
vector sign bits. The encryption algorithm is flexible according to the software properties. Sign bit
encryption is ideally suited for mobile telephone systems and online, high-tech applications [30].

3 The Proposed HEVC RC5-based SE Scheme for Video Consultation

The proposed HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation depends on encrypting several
HEVC syntax elements and delivers efficient performance with a slight bitrate increase that can be
utilized for real-time video consultations in the medical system. The proposed HEVC RC5-based SE
scheme for video consultation encrypts some syntax elements of the CABAC binstrings that achieves
adequate encryption, low latency, and video format compliance. These syntax elements are Residual sign,
Residual value, MVD sign, and MVD value.

The proposed HEVC RC5-based SE scheme uses the RC5 block encryption algorithm, one of the most
common block cipher algorithms. The RC5 algorithm has the advantages of its speed and simplicity, so it is
valuable for encrypting real-time video consultations. Fig. 1 illustrates the flowchart of the proposed HEVC
RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation. The proposed HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video
consultation has the following description:

1. For every non-zero DCT coefficients:

� Split the NxN block transforming unit (TU) into 4x4 subblocks containing DCT coefficients.
� Prepare the DCT coefficients for each subblock to render the plaintext bitstring for every subblock.

� Prepare the DCT Coefficients signs plaintext for every subblock.

� Prepare the DCT Coefficients suffix plaintext for every subblock.

2. Prepare the plaintext by adding the horizontal/vertical MVD symbol bits with the absolute values of
MVD horizontal/vertical suffixes (MVDPlain).
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3. Employ plaintext encryption using the RC5 block encryption algorithm to produce the encrypted
binstring.

4. Encode the encrypted binstring instead of the actual bins in the entropy stage during the video
encoding process.

The improvement of the proposed HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation lies in
encrypting HEVC video consultations with maintaining the real-time, same bitrate, and format
compliance constraints as follows:

� The RC5 block encryption algorithm has a short and straightforward algorithm structure and achieves
a real-time restriction.

� Employ binstrings encryption in encryption space, which uses the BAC Bypass mode during the
entropy stage, does not change the HEVC video code layout to fulfil the format compliance.

� Encryption of DCTandMVD sign bits and suffix absolute values ensures that the encrypted bins have
equal lengths to their actual bins, achieves the same bit-rate constraint.

4 Performance Study

The technical features of the proposed HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation should
maintain the constant bitrate of video and video format compliance. The selective encryption approach

Encrypt coeffSigns plaintext 
using RC5

ERC5 (coeffSigns plaintext)

Encrypt binarized Coefficients Suffix 
values using RC5

ERC5 (binarized coefficients Suffix)

No

YES

Start

Split TU Block into Sub 
Blocks

DCT ≠ 0

Extract the coeffSigns plaintext

Encode the ciphered Coefficients Sign binstrings Binarized Coefficients Suffix, the MVD Signs and Suffix.

Binarize the coefficients values by the 
(EG0).

End

Extract MVD signs bits and absolute suffix
values (MVD plaintext)

Encrypt MVD plaintext by RC5
ERC5 (MVD Plaintext)

Split ERC5 (MVD plaintext) 
into ERC5 (MVD Signs) 
and ERC5 (MVD Suffix)

Figure 1: The Flowchart for the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation
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proposed for health video consultation is developed using the HM16.0 Reference programme selective
encryption algorithm used as a testing platform for applying the HEVC specification [31,32].

4.1 Time Cost Analysis

Tab. 2 provides the time in Sec. of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation
and AES encryption in various modes of operation to encode one frame for different video sequences defined
by the entire video dataset listed in Tab. 1. Also, compares between the proposed HEVC RC5-based SE
scheme for video consultation and other methods that use AES encryption algorithm in different
operation mode. As a result, Tab. 2 reveals a saving in frame encoding time by 0.7 seconds in Forest
low-resolution video to 19 seconds in Bosphorus high-resolution video. This ensures and confirms that
implementing the low delay RC5 algorithm in the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video
consultation saves this time.

The PSNR and SSIM scores of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE for video consultation and other
schemes that employ the AES encryption algorithm in different operation modes for tested videos are listed
in Tabs. 3 and 4. For efficient encryption of HEVC, it must obtain lower values for both the PSNR and SSIM.
The PSNR values in Tab. 3 illustrate that the proposed HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation
has lower PSNR values than AES in various operation modes for different video sequences. This can
guarantee the superiority of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme to HEVC SE using AES in
various operation modes for the different video sequences. Tab. 4 illustrates SSIM values for the
proposed HEVC RC5-based SE. The proposed HEVC RC5-based SE has lower SSIM scores than HEVC
SE using AES in various modes of operation for the different video sequences. Again, this ensures the

Table 1: Videos dataset [33]

Videos Dataset Number of frames per second

Forest (320 X 240) 30

Mobcal (720 X 576) 25

FourPeople (1280 X 720) 60

Jockey (1920 X 1080) 120

Bosphorus (3840 X 2160) 120

Table 2: Frame encoding time in Sec. of the introduced HEVCRC5-based SE scheme for video consultation
and AES in various modes of operation for different video sequences

Video
Sequence

Scheme

AES-CBC AES-CFB AES-ECB RC5

Forest 30.2 26.5 30.1 25.8

Mobcal 273 216 272 206

FourPeople 282 253 281 248

Jockey 538 510 540 505

Bosphorus 2531 2339 2530 2320
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superiority of the proposed HEVC RC5-based SE scheme to HEVC SE using AES in various modes of
operation for different video sequences.

4.2 Histograms Test

Fig. 2 shows the Histograms of the plain and ciphered videos for frame number 50 of the FourPeople
using the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE at several QP values. From the outcomes, it was evident that the
histograms of encrypted frame number 50 of the FourPeople using the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE
scheme are entirely different from the histogram of plainvideo for frame number 50 of the FourPeople at
several QP values. Again, these findings guarantee the superiority of the introduced HEVC RC5-based
SE scheme for video consultation at several QP values.

4.3 Correlation Coefficient Analysis

Fig. 3 and Tab. 5 indicate that in different directions, the suggested framework has low correlation values
that guarantee an appropriate video visual distortion that holds video consultation private in real-time. The
correlation coefficients of the proposed HEVC RC5-based SE scheme in different directions for different
video sequences are listed in Tab. 5. Also, Fig. 3 shows the correlation coefficients of the introduced
HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for the different video sequences. From the illustrated results in both
Tab. 5 and Fig. 3, the proposed HEVC RC5-based SE scheme achieves lower correlation coefficient
values in all directions, which guarantees a satisfactory level of visual distortion for HEVC sequences

Table 3: PSNR of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation and AES in various
modes of operation for different video sequences

Video
Sequence

Scheme

AES-CBC AES-CFB AES-ECB RC5

Forest 12.81 10.4 11.46 4.7

Mobcal 11.32 7.49 11.3 5.33

FourPeople 9.9 9.76 9.96 8.82

Jockey 9.88 9.61 9.78 9.41

Bosphorus 11.16 7.8 13.64 6.27

Table 4: SSIM of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation and AES in various
modes of operation for different video sequences

Video
Sequence

Scheme

AES-CBC AES-CFB AES-ECB RC5

Forest 0.147 0.183 0.043 0.012

Mobcal 0.361 0.092 0.185 0.022

FourPeople 0.050 0.069 –0.051 0.077

Jockey 0.060 0.086 –0.007 0.041

Bosphorus 0.244 0.166 –0.048 0.045
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and confirms the confidentiality and secrecy of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for online video
consultations.

Figure 2: Histogram outcomes of plainvideo and ciphervideos for frame number 50 of FourPeople sequence
using the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE for video consultation at several QP values a) Histogram of
original FourPeople video sequence frame number 50 b) Histogram of encrypted FourPeople video
sequence frame number 50 at QP = 37 c) Histogram of encrypted FourPeople video sequence frame
number 50 at QP = 32 d) Histogram of encrypted FourPeople video sequence frame number 50 at
QP = 27 e) Histogram of encrypted FourPeople video sequence frame number 50 at QP = 22
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Figure 3: Correlation coefficients of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for different video
sequences a) Forest b) Mobcal c) FourPeople d) Jockey e) Bosphorus

Table 5: Correlation coefficients in different directions of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for
different video sequences

Correlation Direction Forest Mobcal FourPeople Jockey Bosphorus

Horizontal 0.028856 –0.0726 0.23747 0.272 0.13083

Vertical 0.10146 –0.06914 0.22025 0.26883 0.19265

Diagonal 0.063062 –0.0743 0.26451 0.27377 0.17535
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4.4 Key Sensitivity Test

The video encoding scheme should be sensitive to tiny slight alternations in the utilized secret key in the
introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme. Therefore, the following steps are taken to investigate the key
sensitivity of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme:

a) Frame number 50 of the FourPeople plainvideo in Fig. 4a is encrypted with the key
“1844674407370951610” using the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme, and the encryption
result is illustrated in Fig. 4b.

b) The same frame number 50 of the FourPeople plainvideo in Fig. 4a is encrypted with the key
“0844674407370951610” using the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme, and the encryption
result is illustrated in Fig. 4c.

c) Calculate the correlation coefficient of encryption results in Figs. 4b and 4c.

Fig. 5 shows the correlation coefficient between the two encryption results of encrypting frames number
50 of FourPeople plainvideo sequence using the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme with two slightly
different keys as illustrated in Figs. 4b and 4c that are primarily equal except in the most significant bit
position. The achieved correlation coefficient result, which is slightly minimal guarantees and proves the
high sensitivity of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme to tiny changes in the secret key.

4.5 Cipher Cycle Test

The NPCR and UACI scores of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme and other schemes that
employ the AES encryption algorithm in different operation modes for frame number 50 of the
FourPeople sequence at several QP values are listed in Tabs. 6 and 7. For efficient encryption of HEVC,
it must obtain higher values for both the NPCR and UACI. The NPCR values in Tab. 6 illustrate that the
introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation has higher NPCR values than AES in
various modes of operation for frame #number 50 of the FourPeople at several QP values. Again, this
proves the superiority of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme to HEVC SE using AES in
various modes of operation for frame #50 of the FourPeople sequence at different QP values. The UACI
values in Tab. 7 illustrate that the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation has
higher UACI values than AES in various modes of operation for frame number 50 of the FourPeople at
several QP values. Again, this proves the superiority of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme to
HEVC SE using AES in various operation modes for frame number 50 of the FourPeople at several
QP values.

Figure 4: Key sensitivity test of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme a) Frame number 50 of
FourPeople plainvideo sequence b) Encrypted frame number 50 of FourPeople plainvideo sequence with
key “18446744073709551610” c) Encrypted frame number 50 of FourPeople plainvideo sequence with
key “08446744073709551610”
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5 Conclusions

Video meetings in healthcare include the sharing of clinical data across sites through video appointments
to optimize the health of the patient. Moreover, with the COVID-19 apparition, people needing regular
treatment should expand the usage in their home of video appointments, thus holding recipients with

Figure 5: Correlation coefficient between the two encryption results of encrypting frame number 50 of
FourPeople plainvideo sequence using the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme with two slightly
different keys as illustrated in Figs. 4b and 4c

Table 6: NPCR the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation and AES in various
modes of operation for frame number 50 of FourPeople sequence at several QP values

QP Scheme

AES-CBC AES-CFB AES-ECB RC5

37 99,71 99,73 99,31 98,98

32 99,81 99,80 99,38 99,56

27 99,68 98,92 99,55 99,58

22 99,47 99,41 99,57 99,67

Table 7: UACI of the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation and AES in various
modes of operation for frame number 50 of FourPeople sequence at several QP values

QP Scheme

AES-CBC AES-CFB AES-ECB RC5

37 38,45 35,88 35,93 32,51

32 45,09 45,47 32,83 29,42

27 44,38 27,24 32,87 34,25

22 26,04 32,17 33,03 36,02
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temperate symptoms in need of medical care open. In addition to minimizing interactions with other patients
and physicians, the COVID-19 spread would slow down by reducing the population rise. The dissemination
of the coronavirus caused unique health care needs. The accelerated dissemination of the virus has restored
telemedicine to sustain healthcare without raising the likelihood of probable contact between patients and
physicians. This research reflects the confidential security of the more recent digital video coding
(HEVC) used in the most recent framework for health video consultations. This research will primarily
develop a selective HEVC encryption strategy with functionality to maintain the video format
compliance, equivalent bitrate and protection with low device complexity constraints in online video
consulting applications. Conformity to the format is defined as keeping the HEVC coding structure
encrypted video, which any standard HEVC decoder can decrypt. By encrypting such HEVC syntax
functions, the methodology suggested ensures specification compliance that any alteration would not
modify the format and preserve equivalent bitrate. In addition, the RC5 provides an effective method for
encryption of DCT and MVD sign bits and suffix absolute values in the HEVC video encoding entropy
process. RC5 is employed to encrypt sensitive parts of the video, which provides low time delay,
maintains the HEVC bitrate and format enforcement, and helps with the HEVC selective encryption. We
equate the video consultation framework suggested with the AES in the CFB mode scheme in this article.
This contrast shows that the time required for low-resolution videos and high-resolution videos decreases
by 0.7 and 19 seconds, respectively, in the introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video
consultation. The protection review also revealed an adequate HEVC visual distortion under the
introduced HEVC RC5-based SE scheme for video consultation that can protect against the remote
attacks in real-time.
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